Chocolate Fountain
NOTE – This machine is to be used indoors ONLY! We do not
guarantee results if used outdoors.
Assembling the Fountain


Place the fountain on a stable surface near an electrical outlet before assembling. The fountain MUST be
level to operate properly.



Line up the base of the tower with the three pins that extend out from the center of the fountain bowl.
Lower the tower on to the pins gently but firmly, so that the tower is securely in place.



Insert auger into the auger channel, turning left & right until the notch at the bottom of the auger is
securely in place. Note: Auger will sit loosely and angled until chocolate is running through it.



Please use only chocolate provided by Verve Events & Tents. If you use your own, Verve Events & Tents
does not guarantee results, and you will be liable for damage caused to machine.

Instructions for use


Preheat fountain for 10 minutes by pressing the heater button.



Microwave SF Signature Fountain Chocolate per instructions on bag (medium heat). You will need 3 bags
(approx 5.25 lbs to run fountain).



Once chocolate is melted, carefully cut across the top of the bag & gently pour & squeeze chocolate into the
fountain bowl.



Once melted chocolate is in the fountain, press the Fountain button to activate the motor. The auger will
then begin to bring the chocolate to the top.



SF Signature Chocolate is designed to flow in chocolate fountains without oil, however certain conditions
may require a small amount of vegetable or canola oil for proper flow. If chocolate does not appear to be
flowing smoothly or seems thick, pour ¼ cup of oil into fountain to thin the chocolate.



Once fountain has a smooth flow, enjoy by dipping items in to the fountain. (Remove any fallen items as
they can clog the flow.



Once finished, turn off both heat and motor & unplug.

Cleaning – Please do not allow chocolate to cool/harden in the machine.


Turn off machine.



Pour any unused chocolate out before it hardens.

IF THE MACHINE IS NOT WORKING FOR YOU…Verve Events & Tents will be happy to send out a technician to
assist you, however, if the above mentioned guidelines have not been met, a service charge of $50 will be added to
your rental.
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